Equinox Prayers

1
Equator Equal
Soul and Personality equal
Male and Female equal
Right and Left equal.
   Master Namaskaram!

2
Vertical Levels left and right
Blue levels yellow and red
U levels A and M
Son levels father and mother.
   Master Namaskaram!

3
Equator levels North and South
Yoga levels Spirit and Matter
Half-moon levels visible and invisible
Buddhi levels mind and Soul.
   Master Namaskaram!

4
Equate Numbers in No. 5
Equate Colours in Sky Blue
Equate symbols in circle
Equate sounds in Pranava Nadam
   Master Namaskaram!

5
High and Low are equated in Man.
Masters and Men are equated in Mediums.
Planets are equated in Mercury.
Energies are equated in Anahata.
   Master Namaskaram!

6
Cancer-Capricorn converge
Into Aries-Libra.
Aries is Eagle, Libra the Serpent
Aaron’s rod is but Aries-Libra.
The rod is but the Light of Equinox.
   Master Namaskaram!

7
East and West fuse in Greenwich.
Ganga and Yamuna fuse in Saraswati.
Ida and Pingala fuse in Sushumna.
Left and Right fuse in central column.
We fuse into Central Vertical Vibration.
Master C V V Namaskaram!
   Master Namaskaram.